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y1, y2, . . . are all different, and the numbers z1, z2, . . . are also all different. Give an
example for such a sequence of maximum length with the required property. (6 points)
(Proposed by P. Erben, Budapest) B. 4956. A transformation of central similitude
is applied to a tetrahedron ABCD with each vertex as centre. The four diminished
tetrahedra obtained are AAbAcAd, BaBBcBd, CaCbCCd andDaDbDcD. Given that these
small tetrahedra are pairwise disjoint, prove that the volumes of tetrahedra AbBcCdDa,
AbBdDcCa, AcCbBdDa, AcCdDbBa, AdDbBcCa and AdDcCbBa are equal. (6 points)
(Proposed by Sz. Kocsis, Budapest)

New problems – competition A (see page 227): A. 722. The Hawking Space
Agency operates n− 1 space flights between the n habitable planets of the Local Galaxy
Cluster. Each flight has a fixed price which is the same in both directions, and we know
that using these flights, we can travel from any habitable planet to any habitable planet.
In the headquarters of the Agency, there is a clearly visible board on a wall, with a
portrait, containing all the pairs of different habitable planets with the total price of
the cheapest possible sequence of flights connecting them. Suppose that these prices

are precisely 1, 2, . . . ,
(
n
2

)
monetary units in some order. Prove that n or n− 2 is a

square number. A. 723. Let f : R → R be a continuous function such that the limit

g(x) = lim
h→0

f(x+h)−2f(x)+f(x−h)
h2 exists for all real x. Prove that g(x) is constant if and

only if f(x) is a polynomial function whose degree is at most 2. A. 724. A sphere G lies
within tetrahedron ABCD, touching faces ABD, ACD, and BCD, but having no point
in common with plane ABC. Let E be the point in the interior of the tetrahedron for
which G touches planes ABE, ACE, and BCE as well. Suppose the line DE meets face
ABC at F , and let L be the point of G nearest to plane ABC. Show that segment FL
passes through the centre of the inscribed sphere of tetrahedron ABCE.

Problems in Physics
(see page 250)

M. 377. Create a short circuit across a solar cell by connecting an ammeter across it.
Investigate how the current depends on the angle of incidence of the

”
direct sun rays”. Do

not forget to set a proper measurement range for the ammeter.

G. 633. Is it possible that after a free kick is awarded to a team on a soccer pitch,
the ball bounces from the crossbar of the goal behind the goal line and from the ground
it bounces outward towards the pitch? G. 634. The inner ring of the ball-bearing shown
in the figure is at rest, the centres of the balls are undergoing circular motion at a speed
of 0.2 m/s. What is the number of revolution of the outer ring, if r = 3 cm, R = 4 cm?
G. 635. There is some water at a temperature of 0 ◦C in a bowl. Some part of it is taken
out and frozen to a piece of ice at a temperature of 0 ◦C, then it is put back to the bowl,
in which it floats on the top of the remaining water in it. a) Will the top of the ice be at
a greater height than the original water level? b) Which one has the greater gravitational
potential energy: the water ice system, or the original water in the bowl? G. 636. How
far may the city Miskolc be from the road sign in which the following warning is written:
“You cannot even save 8 minutes till Miskolc. Is it worth it?” (The speed limit for the
highways in Hungary is 130 km/h.)

P. 5023. The speed of an object sliding down a slope of angle of elevation 25◦, is
one-quarter of the final speed that the object could have reached if there was no friction.
What is the coefficient of kinetic friction? P. 5024. An object of mass m is suspended
by a rubber thread of unstretched length l, and of force (spring) constant k. Then the
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object, which is in equilibrium, is pulled slowly, such that it moves along a horizontal line
through its initial position. What is the magnitude of the pulling force, which belongs
to the position when the rubber thread makes an angle of φ with the vertical? Data:
ℓ = 0.5 m, φ = 30◦, m = 0.4 kg, k = 10 N/m. P. 5025. Torricelli’s experiment was carried
out by means of a thick-walled glass tube. The inner diameter of the tube is 1 cm2 and its
outer diameter is 3 cm2. The mass of the tube is 624 g and it emerges into the mercury
to a depth of 2 cm. By what force should the tube be hold? P. 5026. A thin ring of mass
m and of radius R is made swing with small amplitude in two different ways. In one of
the cases the ring is supported by a horizontal cylinder of radius r, displaced a bit and
then released. In the other case a thin pin of length r and of negligible mass is attached
to the inside part of the ring, such that it points towards the centre of the ring, and the
ring is supported by this pin while it swings. The motion of the ring is planar in both
cases. In which case will the period of the oscillation be larger? P. 5027. An experimental
bicycle was powered with a rocket engine, and happened to reach the speed of 333 km/h.
Starting from rest it reached the speed of 100 km/h in 1.1 s, 200 km/h in 2.5 s, 300 km/h
in 4.3 s and in 4.8 seconds it reached the speed of 333 km/h. When did it reach its
greatest acceleration and what was the value of this acceleration? How much distance did
it cover until it reached its greatest velocity? What was the total mass if the thrust of the
rocket was 4.2 kN? P. 5028. Some air is confined in a 1 m long cylinder-shaped container.
The cylinder is moved at a constant acceleration in the direction of its symmetry axis,
while the temperature of the air in it is kept constant T = 273 K. At what value of the
acceleration a0, would the pressure at the front of the cylinder be a) 0.1% less than the
pressure at the back of the cylinder? b) half of the pressure at the back of the cylinder?
Hint: The density of atmospheric air as a function of the height h – if the temperature is

constant 273 K – can be calculated with the barometric formula: ϱ(h) = ϱ0e
−Mgh

RT , where
M is the average molar mass of the air, and the density drops to half of the sea level
value at about 5500 m above sea level. P. 5029. An iron cube is placed to the top of an
aluminium cube having the same mass as the iron cube. a) What is the average density
of the gained metal object? b) By what amount measured in g/dm3 does the average
density of the object change if its temperature is increased by 15 ◦C? P. 5030. Small
metal spheres of mass m were attached to an insulating rod of mass m and of length 4d.
There is another metal sphere (with a hole through it) of mass m, at a distance of d
from one of the ends of the rod. This sphere can move frictionlessly along the rod. All
the three metal spheres are given a charge of Q, and the system is released – the system
is floating in a space station. What will the maximum speed of the sphere in the middle
be and how much distance will the spheres move until the maximum speed is reached?
P. 5031. The capacitance of the condensers in the circuit shown in the figure is C = 4 µF.
The system is connected to a constant voltage supply of value U = 16 V. a) Calculate
the charge of the condensers and the voltage across them. b) The switch K is opened.
How much charge flows through the voltage supply until the new equilibrium state is
reached? P. 5032. At what speed will the nucleus of a 220

86Rn atom be pushed back when
it ejects an α particle? The mass of the radon isotope is 220.011 394 u and the mass of
the remaining 216

84Po polonium isotope is 216.001 915 u. P. 5033. The angular momentum
of the interstellar cloud of mass M , consisting of cosmic dust and gases, is N . Due to the
internal gravitational effects the total material of the cloud forms two small spheres, thus
a binary star system is created. a) What is the period Tstar of the binary star revolving
about its centre of mass, if the paths of the stars are circular and the masses of the stars
are m1 and m2? (m1 +m2 = M and m1 6 m2.) b) What can the distance between the
stars be? c) If the distance between the two stars is not exactly constant, but varies with
a small amplitude, what may the period of this variation be?
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